World Glucose Self-Testing Markets

Description: The worldwide incidence of diabetes is dramatically increasing, and it is estimated that 439 million people will have developed the disease by 2030. As such, the global market for blood glucose self-testing products is undergoing a significant transition driven by the advent of new analytical technologies and new recommendations for tight glucose control for monitoring diabetes. In addition, the proliferation of the middle class within developing nations, particularly China and India, has resulted in both a substantial rise in Type 2 diabetes and the financial means to manage the disease.

The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the specific segment of the over-the-counter diagnostics sector known as the glucose self-testing market. The term "self-testing" is used to distinguish it from in vitro diagnostics testing for blood glucose in hospitals, commercial labs and doctor’s offices, the so-called "professional" component of the glucose testing market.

This study reviews the viable technology drivers and assesses the market dynamics of the glucose self-testing market worldwide. This report also looks at the industry challenges and potential threats, and it makes strategic recommendations for boosting market share. Detailed tables and charts with sales forecasts and market share data are also included.
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<th>Sort code</th>
<th>Swift code</th>
<th>IBAN number</th>
<th>Bank Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>833 130 83</td>
<td>98-53-30</td>
<td>ULSBIE2D</td>
<td>IE78ULSB98533083313083</td>
<td>Ulster Bank, 27-35 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have a Marketing Code please enter it below:

Marketing Code: _______________________

Please note that by ordering from Research and Markets you are agreeing to our Terms and Conditions at http://www.researchandmarkets.com/info/terms.asp